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Operation of a multi-frequency parametric sidescan sonar in an ice waveguide
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Abstract. Hydroacoustic systems for mineral exploration, solving
engineering problems and monitoring the ecological state of the world's
oceans are currently being intensively developed. However, the practical use
of hydroacoustic systems for solving the problems under consideration,
operating in the traditional mode, has some significant limitations. These
restrictions are largely related to the state of the marine areas in which such
work is carried out. Especially little is known about the patterns of
propagation and interaction of acoustic waves in marine basins with ice
cover. These areas are rich in minerals and intensive shipping is developing
in them. Therefore, an important place in acoustic research is occupied by
the study of the acoustic properties of the ice cover of the polar regions of
the Earth. This is determined by the fact that the ice sheet is a unique
constantly collapsing and renewable natural system. In this regard, the
conditions for the propagation of acoustic waves are changing. More than
70% of the Arctic basin is covered with ice, the lower boundary of which
has significant irregularities with a standard deviation of up to 3 m, so the
scattering of acoustic waves at such a boundary is significant and different
at different frequencies. The formation of the acoustic field of the
hydroacoustic systems used in these conditions is quite complex. Therefore,
the task of assessing changes in the characteristics of the field and the use of
appropriate hydroacoustic systems for their effective use is urgent.

1 Page layout
One of the tools for studying the bottom relief and bottom sediments is a side-scan sonar
(SSS). It allows to us significantly increase the productivity of survey due to the large area
of the surveyed space in one measurement cycle. A characteristic feature of the SSS is the
shape of the beam pattern: wide in the vertical plane (to provide a wide viewing band of the
bottom and the aquatic environment) and narrow in the horizontal plane (to increase the
resolution of the locator by angular coordinates). Traditionally, a wide directivity
characteristic in SSS is created either by the small wave dimensions of the array in a given
plane, or by the using of developed curved array surfaces.
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Array with curved surfaces at low frequencies have too large dimensions. Arrays that
form a wide directivity due to small wave sizes will not allow placing a large power on the
radiating surface. So, the energy potential are reduces. The creation of small-sized arrays in
the low-frequency range is possible by using of radiating parametric arrays, whose operation
is based on the nonlinear interaction of acoustic waves in an aquatic environment. The
interaction of two or more waves propagating in the medium generates waves with
combination frequencies, including in the low-frequency range. To profile the bottom and
bottom structures or to search for silted objects, it is necessary to use acoustic signals in the
low-frequency range for their good penetration into the bottom sediment thickness.
Therefore, the low-frequency part of the spectrum of waves generated by a parametric
antenna is of interest.
The efficiency of generating secondary waves in a parametric radiating array depends on
the concentration of the energy of the pump waves in space, that is, it depends on the width
of the directivity characteristic. An increase in the energy of waves in the low-frequency
range is associated with an increase in directivity [1]. In SSS, a wide directivity characteristic
in a parametric array can be formed by using several small-sized highly directional pumping
arrays. In other words, we can apply the approximation of an arc antenna by plane partial
pumping arrays with the addition of a low-frequency field in space [2,3].
The total beamwidth will be determined by the beamwidth of the partial array, the
number of individual partial pumping arrays, and the angle between them. This design of the
parametric arrays provides a wide field of view, when all elements are switched on
simultaneously.
At the same time, it can work as a scanning one, when individual converters with a rather
narrow beam width, are switched on alternately. To conduct research with a parametric sidescan sonar, a parametric radiating array with a beam width about 25 degrees in the vertical
plane and about 3 degrees in the horizontal plane was developed. The antenna consists of
five partial pumping arrays with pumping frequencies of 130 and 150 kHz. This makes it
possible to form the necessary beam pattern in the horizontal plane. The energy efficiency of
such arrays is ensured by the narrow beam patterns of partial arrays in both planes.

2 The use of multicomponent signals to increase the efficiency
of radiation at low frequencies
To increase the efficiency of converting the energy of pumping waves into the energy of a
difference frequency wave, it is proposed to use the interaction of waves in a multicomponent
pump signal [4,5]. At the same time, a multicomponent signal will be understood, as a
pumping signal in which the individual components (waves) are separated by frequency from
each other at the same frequency, usually equal to the lower difference frequency of the
parametric array.
The amplitude of the spectral low-frequency component of the signal generated in
the medium will be equal to:
𝑃− = ∑𝑛−𝑚
(1)
𝑚=1 𝑃𝑚 ,
Where, Pm is the amplitude of the m-th component of the difference frequency wave. It is
equal to:
𝑃𝑚 = ∑𝑛−𝑚
𝑚=1 𝐴𝑘,𝑘+𝑚 𝑝𝑘 𝑝𝑘+𝑚 ,

(2)

n - is the number of components; m - is the component number of the difference frequency
signal; pk , pk+m -are the amplitudes of the interacting components of the pump waves.
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(3)

𝐴𝑘,𝑘+𝑚 = 𝐵𝑘,𝑘+𝑚 𝐼𝑘,𝑘+𝑚

𝐵𝑘,𝑘+𝑚 – coefficient that takes into account the characteristics of interacting waves and the
parameters of the propagation medium:
𝐵𝑘,𝑘+𝑚 =

𝑎2 𝜀𝑚Ω
4𝜌
8𝑐𝑚

exp (−

𝑧

𝐼𝑘,𝑘+𝑚 = 𝑖 ∙ ∫0
where, 𝑙𝑑𝑘 =

𝑎2 𝜔𝑘
2𝑐𝑘

, 𝑙𝑑𝑘+1 =

𝑧
𝐿𝑚

(4)

),

exp(−𝛼𝑧(1−𝑖∆𝐷))
2𝑖𝐿𝑑𝑚
𝑧−𝑦
𝑧
(1−𝑖
)+𝑦(
+
)
𝐿𝑑𝑚
𝑙𝑑𝑘 ∙𝑙𝑑𝑘+1 𝑙𝑑𝑘 ∙𝑙𝑑𝑘+1

𝑎2 𝜔𝑘+1
2𝑐𝑘 +1

𝑑𝑦 ,

(5)

- the diffraction zones of the pump array by the k-th

and k+1- st components of the pump waves; 𝐿𝑑𝑚 =

𝑎2 𝑚

- - the length of the diffraction

4𝑐𝑚
2с3
𝑚𝜌

zone of the difference frequency wave component; 𝛼 =

𝑏(𝑚Ω)2

– the attenuation coefficient

of the difference frequency wave component;
cm , ck , ck+1 – the sound velocity of the m-th component of the difference frequency wave and
the interacting pump waves;
∆𝐷𝑚 = (𝑘𝑗 − 𝑘𝑗+1 − 𝐾𝑚 )𝑙𝑧𝑚 - characterizes the change in the phase shift between
interacting waves at a distance proportional to the attenuation length of the pump waves and
determines the period and amplitude of the oscillations of the formed waves of difference
frequency.
Analyzing the above expressions, it can be stated that the amplitude of the lowest
harmonic of the difference frequency wave during the interaction of a multicomponent signal
increases almost proportionally to the number of interacting components of the difference
frequency waves (the number of components minus one). Thus, the range of the parametric
side-scan sonar is significantly increased. For example, the studies conducted in [6, 7]
showed that the use of a six-component pump signal allowed to reach the depth of sounding
of the bottom layers five times more than when using a two-component pump signal.
Figure 1 shows the calculated values of the harmonic amplitudes of the difference
frequency signal. They obtained by the interaction of a six-component pump signal for
different penetration depths of difference frequency signal into the ground. The calculated
values, are shown by points combined by curves to illustrate the dependence at the same
penetration depths. Curve 1 corresponds to the depth of the layer h = 1 m, 2 – 2 m, 3 – 3 m,
4 – 5 m. The point indicated by the number 5 represents the value of the amplitude of the
difference frequency wave with a two-component pump signal.

Fig. 1. Amplitudes of harmonic components of the difference frequency signal in the
interaction of a six-component pump signal.
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The amplitudes of the waves of the second and higher harmonics of the difference
frequency also increase significantly. The spectrum of secondary waves is enriched. For
sonar, the energy of higher harmonics of difference frequency waves may be used. However,
the use of such multicomponent pumping signals requires an increase in the dynamic range
of pump wave amplifiers.

3 Features of behaviour of parametric antenna characteristics in
an "ice" waveguide
The broad beam pattern of the parametric side-scan sonar in the vertical plane when operating
in a waveguide can illuminate a certain area of the water surface. In this case, there is a
reflection of both pumping waves from the surface and waves of difference frequency. Let's
consider how the combined reflection of these waves affects the field of a reflected wave of
difference frequency [8-9]. When interacting waves reflected from the waveguide
boundaries, two parametric arrays are formed, as it were. The first is limited by the distance
from the pumping array to the reflecting surface. The second array formed by waves reflected
from the surface. Moreover, virtual arrays have different interaction characteristics. The
second parametric array generates waves of difference frequency due to the interaction of
reflected pump waves in a virtual pump array formed as a result of reflection of pump waves
from the waveguide boundary. As a result, the signal is formed by summing the difference
frequency waves reflected from the waveguide boundary with the difference frequency
waves generated after the pump waves are reflected from the waveguide boundaries.
The acoustic resistance of the waveguide boundaries can take different values. These
are acoustically rigid boundaries with a reflection coefficient of V=1, acoustically soft
boundaries with a reflection coefficient of V= -1 and boundaries with a complex reflection
coefficient. In this case, V=V1+iV2, where V1 and V2 are the real and complex part of the
reflection coefficient.
Considering only the axial distribution of difference frequency waves, the solution for
difference frequency wave in an infinite space can be written in a simplified form through
integral exponential function as:
𝑃− (0, 𝑧з ) =

𝑖𝑝01 𝑝02 𝜀Ω2 𝑎2
8𝑐04 𝜌0 (𝑖+𝐵𝑧з )

𝑑−𝑖𝑧з

𝑒 𝑖+𝐵𝑧з [𝐸𝑖 (

𝐵𝑧з +𝑑
𝑖+𝐵𝑧з

) − 𝐸𝑖 (

𝑑−𝑖𝑧з
𝑖+𝐵𝑧з

)] ,

(6)

where Еi(z) – integral exponential function [8, 9].
In the general case, at an arbitrary angle of incidence, the complex amplitude of the
difference frequency wave is determined by the addition of the wave formed before the
reflecting boundary with the wave appearing after the reflection of the pump waves with the
corresponding phases. In the case of a normal beam incident on the waveguide boundary , it
is possible to obtain an expression for the axial distribution of the sound pressure of a
difference frequency wave in the form:
𝐵ℎз 𝑧з +𝑖(ℎз −𝑧з )+𝑑
)+
𝑑−𝑖𝑧з (1 − 𝑉)𝐸𝑖 (
𝑖𝑝01 𝑝02 𝜀Ω𝑉𝐿д
𝑖+𝐵𝑧з
𝑖+𝐵𝑧
з[
𝑃− = 3
𝑒
],
(7)
𝑑−𝑖𝑧з
𝐵𝑧 +𝑑
2𝑐0 𝜌0 (𝑖+𝐵𝑧з )
+𝐸𝑖 (
) − 𝑉𝐸𝑖 ( з )
𝑖+𝐵𝑧з

𝑖+𝐵𝑧з

for V=1, i.e. an acoustically rigid boundary, this expression completely coincides with the
previous one and the result turns out to be the same as for an infinite medium. Therefore, it
can be conclude that the acoustically rigid boundary does not affect the basic parameters of
the parametric array.
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In the case of reflection of a parametric array beam from an acoustically soft or
impedance boundary, the axial and spatial distribution of the difference frequency wave can
changes significantly due to changes in the phase ratios of the difference frequency waves
formed before and after the interface.
Experimental studies were conducted on the effect of reflecting boundaries on the field
of the parametric array.
Figure 2 shows the transverse distributions of the amplitude of the difference frequency
wave obtained experimentally and by calculation in the presence of an acoustically soft
boundary. The location of the boundary at an angle of 45 degrees demonstrates the phase
changes of the reflected waves of the difference frequency, as if it were an impedance
boundary. The experimental curves are shown as solid lines, and the calculated ones are
dashed. Measurements and calculations were carried out at different distances from the
reflecting boundary - 0.04; 0.08; 0.14; 0.2 and 0.28 m. The distance from the pumping array
to the boundary was h = 0.28 m, and the angle of incidence was 45 degrees. Experiments and
calculations were carried out for a difference frequency of 150 kHz. Pumping waves with an
average frequency of 2.06 MHz were emitted by a pump converter with a diameter of 18 mm
[1,2,8,9].

Fig. 2. Experimental (curves 1) and calculated (curves 2) transverse distributions of the
difference frequency wave.
The results of the research show that the transverse distributions of waves of difference
frequency vary significantly with distance and with a change in the impedance of the
reflecting boundary of the waveguide.
Let us briefly consider the scattering and reflection of acoustic waves by the ice
boundary of the waveguide [10, 11]. The reflection and scattering of sound by the ice cover
depends on the characteristics of the relief of its lower surface and the physical characteristics
of the ice. If the sound wave length is much greater than the thickness of the ice cover, then
this boundary can be considered as a thin plate lying on an aqueous liquid half-space. Then
the reflection coefficient from such a boundary, as shown in [11], is modulo close to unity
and the reflection can be considered as from the free surface of the sea, i.e., as from a soft
boundary and the arguments about the nature of the field given above are valid. With
increasing frequency, the wavelength becomes commensurate with the thickness of the ice
cover of the waveguide. At the same time, during reflection, the physical characteristics of
the cover begin to significantly affect, in particular, the relief of the lower boundary of the
cover, i.e., the upper boundary of the waveguide. If the wavelength becomes commensurate
with the terrain irregularities, then they play a major role in the scattering and reflection of
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waves from the ice cover of the waveguide. The angular dependence of the wave scattering
force by the boundary increases significantly. The attenuation of sound in the ice cover also
increases with frequency and this affects the amplitude and phase of the sound scattering
coefficient by the ice boundary. The same phenomena affect the shape of the scattering
indicatrix. It can be approximated by Lambert's law.

4 Conclusions
The paper shows that one of the tools for studying the bottom relief and bottom sediments is
a side-scan sonar, which allows to significantly increase the productivity of search operations
due to a wide band of the surveyed space. To conduct research with a parametric side-scan
sonar, a parametric radiating array with a wide beam pattern in the vertical plane and a narrow
one in the horizontal plane was developed. To increase the efficiency of converting the
energy of pumping waves into the energy of a difference wave, it is proposed to use the
interaction of waves in a multicomponent pump signal. The broad beam pattern of the
parametric side-scan sonar in the vertical plane when operating in a waveguide can illuminate
a certain area of the surface. At the same time, there is a reflection of both pumping waves
from the surface and waves of difference frequency. The effect of the combined reflection of
these waves on the field of the reflected wave of difference frequency is considered.
Studies show that when considering the field of a parametric array in a waveguide with
an ice boundary, it is necessary to take into account the change in the field depending on the
frequency and state of the ice boundary.
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